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 The Consumer Report - Fear of Reign-

                                   

Look around everyone seems to have their heads down, 'Caught Up in the Rapture' of Artificial
Intelligence when it used to be that of Anita Baker,  

The New Frontier, caught up in the web of Social Engineering and the undercurrent of what's
current, The new Social Currency, of the Cons, Pirates, and the applied science of Grand Theft
Wizardry, the Protocol of what was once thought to be a Conspiracy when literally this is High Def
Piracy, The old yet updated Protocol from the so-called Elders of Zion, spoofing and the selling of
personal data and information a total annihilation of the sentient being, The Consumer Report, AI
IOI, the I Of I,  deguised in the Anomaly of better lives, Surrogacy the Straw Man and the Avatar the
real players of the Game,  but of course never believed Social Media could go this far, The Addict
and the Addiction, a Game of mutation, multiple choice, and addition complete with a tuition, yet
here's a few question for those on the Psychic kick, that Para, Neo, Psycho analytical,
psychiatrically bullshit, Is this possible, Is this real, Is anyone else reacting, Well judging by my
calculations once again look around everyone has their head down in a Fukking phone or some
other electronic device suspended in social automation, social assimilation, the motive social
alienation, and the end game social eradication, a cyber crime of Grand Theft Larceny, the taking of
life, liberty, property and mainly that of personal choice and free will, Black Matter Lives, a Dark
Matter In-Deeds, the perps, The Illegal Mr. Deeds, perpetrating under the auspices of the Adopting
Parents/Guardian's, Rogue Ass Confederate Soliders under the guise of Big Government's,
Corporations, and Pharmaceuticals, The Civil War, hell you know the deal they're all the same just
different names playing the same game out for the same thang total control of the population or
should I say Unsanctioned Globalization the apparent reality facing the Nations, Can't never Could,
but it goes to say, "I wish a Ni$$a would" look behind the screen and peep the real scene, OZ the
Wizard will appear,  the fictitious entities with artificial intelligence telling us what to think and feel
when in all reality only less than half of the shit is made up or let's just say make believe because
one or two things can happen either your are made to believe or you make believe, now breathe.
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 HEADLINES:         The Balm of Gilead

"Is there no balm in Gilead? Is there no physician there? Why then is there no healing for the
wound of my people? And because of their unbelief, he couldn't do any mighty miracles
among them" (NIV)?Jeremiah 8:2 

Knowledge Reign Supreme Over Nearly Everyone, Re Mind Yourself, my Man's Nas said to,
"Re Wind", Counting back from 7,  The War in Heaven, The History to unlock the So-Called
Mystery behind  the objective number 7, on 'The Stairway to Heaven', 'The 7 Day THEORY',
check the rhyme, "God is coming she just taking her time", Ice Cubed, it appears we're
frozen in time, 'Boys N Da Hood',  breaking the Writer's Block, deciphering the script,  getting
back to the reason for rhyme, owning and manually penning the script, no Zechariah Stitchin,
I definitely don't need no copyright infringement for the shit that doesn't belong to him or the
rest of his hitch-men and plagiarist,  yea, I did say that shit, just to identify the Real LychMen,
head hunting with the sickle, a Grim Reaper,  I'm sickling and scalping these bloodsuckers,
extracting a passage from the scriptures to conduct the business, 'HEADLINES', The Jihad,
The Holy War, Armageddon, Judgement Day, The Great Battle In the Sky just to name a few,
religious wars, traces and remnants of forgotten episodes from a  series of events,
recapitulations of Humanity HIStories, a Prey to GOD, and we pray to GOD, "12 For we
wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the
rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.",
'HEADLINES', breaking news, "Here Comes the Predator", Holy 'Star Wars', As Above So
Below, anointing and healing the land with the Balm of Gilead, raising up the fallen man on
bending knees in the 'Land of the Heartless', mischief and bloodshed, chaos out of order, at
the 'Crossroads', 'Bone, Thugs N no Harmony', 'N', the 'Valley of Dry Bones' where the 'SUN
of Man' has come down, in 'Flesh n Bone', As Within So Without and this 'Mr. Bill Collector' is
at your caranium not with fire, brimstone, and damnation, to Damn the Nation, yet with the
healing Balm of Restoration, restoring order out of chaos, the debt, the price, the ransom, 
Oh is it quite handsome, and as Drake said, "Knowing the Price of everything, but the Value
of Nothing, so here we are on wits end not  innerstanding the battle within, to outerstand the
outer states of being without, The Blindside, coming from 'The Pharcyde', not too far from
the Otha cyde of yYourself and being when yYou acknowledge yYourself or should I, "say
act on this knowledge and activate tThyself", Breaking News, Extra Extra Read all about,
HEADLINES,  'The Balm of Gilead', Liberation Theology, the freeing and renewing of the self
with a transformation of the mind, and there you have it Truth objectified right before your
Blind Eyez , I'm not the wise guy, but the Wizeman, and Wizedom from a wize dome is the
only saving Grace that'll give you a 2nd chance, 'The War Outside' from The Battle on the
Inside, HEADLINES,'THE BALM OF GILEAD' 'As Without so Within, Self is Savior,  The key to
freedom is to recognize you are trapped.
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 ?Linez of Communication?Signz of Ad-Diction?

     Linez of Communication, the Diction's of an Addict, for more learned than the lectures of many
academics;  signs of Ad-Diction, an analysis of Racism, Poverty, Police Brutality, Child Psychology,
Politics and other dope topics, based on the collective street-wisdom of a grassroots experience.

     Beneficiary of scattered remnants of a broken culture, adolescent eyes, blindly molded with a
vivid imagination, guilty by reason of being incapable of articulating the ominous contradictions,
convicted in a ward of a court outside parental jurisdiction, exposed to a multitude of ambiguous
corrupt negative influences, lacking understanding due to a lack of effective communication, a child,
sentenced at birth, spooned fed an immature perspective serving as wisdom, unable to dodge
Con-frontation with the Con-forming double standards of a toxic environment and society, rife with
poverty, filth, crime, drugs miscarriages of justice and illiteracy, not to mention the blunt trauma from
the police brutality;

   Street therapy, mental and physical  intoxication, a classic product duped and Con-sumed within
its moral pollutants, high and dry, paralyzed in a social vacuum riddled with revelatory behaviour, a
bastardized prodigy, so absorbed in a distorted sense of self-preservation, diagnosed a shiftless,
inferior, promiscuous, illiterate flunky and Con-signed a member of the underclass, left as a subject
to be subjected to psychotropic drugging and testing, a project of the projects, sedated into a
delusional dream of capitalism's false hopes and aspirations, terminal conditions, Linez of
Communication, Signz of Ad-Diction.

   Overdose on a technicality, a false sense of what's real due to faulty information, sheer ignorance
to a misuse of drugs to escape reality, more bang for your buck!, Wake your Ass up!, Relapse, here
take another look into this mirror of reality as I chop some more of this raw shit up, out-lining some
more hits, this dope man's blessing, these Linez of Communication, taking it to the head, in addition
to reading between the lines, overdosing the mindscape of the human thought with a drug called
reality, a street-pharmacists prescription, refined from the mind of a realist, no Whodini, so there's
no escaping it, don't fight the feeling, you might as well inhale, swallow and relax as I detail the next
phase of these Linez of Communication and its Signz of Ad-Diction.

   Sizing up the game, introducing you to epic mind trips, taking your awareness to higher levels of
this social epidemic, a hustler's ambition, higher levels of survival, a thug's rendition, "all money is
good money," money, sex, power and fame, an empire state of mind,  the framework that holds the
roots to everything the hustler do or refrain from, master of its curriculum of thievery, deceit and
robbery, The Street Institution of Higher Learning, The Skhool of Hard Knocks, graduating there
from, Summa Cum Laude, underprivileged with a Ph.D. in Criminality, ruthlessly competing for the
theoretical crumbs of an AmeriKKKan Pie proportionately served to all based upon their ambition,
street-smartz, and perseverance;

  Ghetto Mind-Tricks to Street politics with the prevailing motifs being aggression and a daily battle
of violence to survive within the afforded equal opportunities of society's underbelly, an equal
opportunity employer, employing street thugs, ex-cons, con men, corporate thugs, gamblers,
theives, pimps, prostitutes along with many other hustler types, who's code of ethic is "might is
right," as they seize the equal opportunity to succeed in a broad and deadly template for failure, not
out of aspiration but out of desperation to survive the monstrous inequities that show no mercy to
young or old, and as the story close, don't allow yourself to be confounded by your Ad-Dictions that
you fail to identify the Signz of Ad-Diction out-lined in these Lines of Communication.
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 ?Richard Wright  *NewsFeed*.?!.??:;-@ -The Fire is a Flame-

Relapse in time, a relapse of mind the witches brew, she called me perverted and I said herverted,
Ph' ly balanced with no artificial flavors, No dog so, I don't eat up under the table, making my rounds
working the Chitlin' Curcuit, outterstanding my time tables, putting food on the table, from the rooter
to the tooter, the male version of Moms Mabley, oh what a feast sitting at the table of the belly of the
beast , the mark of the beast, cell phone in hand dialed in to all the delicacies of social media,
NewsFeeds, the emergence, total self indulgence, bottom feeders never questioning the source
that's feeding them and as the old saying goes you are what you eat whether physically,  mentally,
and/or spiritually, the truth serum  Amerikkka Declassified, James Baldwin, 'The Fire Next Time', the
apparent war outside, no longer falling, Amerikkka the Great has Fallen, consumption make no
mistakes or assumptions about it, the con-sumer has been consumed, 'TheConsumerReport' check
the feed, an appetite set ablaze of and for chaos and destruction, a War of the Confederation of
Corporations upon the Nations, -The Fire is a Flame- W.A.R Gamez, domestic and foreign, Richard
Wright, 'The Outsider', and it is from these notes and quotes from Otha Native SUNS, that set
aflame the 'Region of My Mind' for 'The Fire This Time', whereby, I wrote and foretold this shit in that
feed that read, HEADLINES, no blurred lines, fundamentally capable of being read between the
lines, duly noted when I fed the feed HEADLINED 'The Lines of Communication', oh, and what
about those Otha two, 'The Food Chain Pts 1&2', Shots fired, Feeding 'The Food Chain', Bombing
Furst, cause the aim is accurate, battlefield ready strategically equipped with the Ceience and
tactics of, 'What's Today's Mathematics', rockin this joint with  prolific joints from the joint to get to
this point, and to know the point of view is my view point, looking thru the rear view with a clear view
in scope as this NewsFeed the 'Blind Men with Sight', the re-view of the pre-view, mind-set on
Mental Guerrilla Warfare, W.hy A.llah R.ule, it's all out warfare, casualties intended, and the
Surgeon General warning reads, -VIEWERS  Discretion Advised, this message is for responsive
responsibleVIEWERS ONLY., to know and understand their position because the nature of the
business at hand is, 'What's Your Position in this Willie Lynching', the point is given, Know your role
and your point of interest, a house divided is guaranteed to fall and the point is yours for the taken,
at the point of no return, all fingers point to the crowns of England and the so-called Holy See of
Rome damning the nations with unsanctioned globalization of Europeanization and its illegitimate
quest for Westernization 
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